Keynsham Hockey Club AGM 2018 Proposal Form
Name:

Jessica Murray

I would like to propose the following motion for discussion at the
Keynsham Hockey Club AGM on Wednesday 11th April 2018
The decision for how to split teams for summer league should go to a wider vote.
One half of me jumps at the opportunity to for a higher and lower team as it will gives teams a
great opportunity to build for winter league...ladies 1s are 3rd in the league now so playing
together over summer would give us a great chance to go even higher. Would also give some
of the 2s opportunity to play at a higher level and get teams ready for next season. The 3s
would have a chance to build as a team over summer and having some 2s in their team would
give them a chance to improve further.
However I feel splitting teams on ability forgets about the 2s completely and someone has to
make the decision who splits into what team. Mixing teams up is great for social reasons which
is a big part of our club. I love playing with different people over summer league, gives the
ladies a chance to mix with other teams which I feel like we have lacked this season.

Preference:
Unsure
Signed (hard copies only):
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Please try to make your proposal as clear and concise as possible. Members
will be asked to introduce their proposal and explain why they are proposing
it.
If you are unable to attend but still wish to make a proposal then please
provide this information on a separate sheet and it will be read out on your
behalf at the AGM if your proposal is selected.
Please remember to fill in the preference box. If you are submitting more than
one proposal then you need to state you preference for each motion as
'Number 1' preferences will be selected from first, then 'Number 2'
preferences as time allows.
Completed forms should be returned to Keynsham Hockey club, c/o
Kelly Evans, 45 Manor Road, Keynsham, Bristol, BS31 1RB or emailed
to secretary@keynshamhockey.club.

